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Encounter ancient dragons, elemental fae, mystical trees and their wild animal kin – these

‘Messengers’ are here to guide you back to your true nature and power and help you reconnect

with and express your inner-most truth.Strengthen your ancient bond with nature and spirit

using this divination tool born of love. The Messengers will speak to you, sometimes with a

voice that is stern and admonishing, and other times with a voice that is gentle and sweet –

may their powerful guidance help you to better understand yourself and the mysterious ways of

the Universe and empower you to be all that you are meant to be.'Messengers' is a gift book

adapted from the oracle card set 'Messenger Oracle'.

About the AuthorRavynne Phelan (Australia) illustrated the Messenger Oracle New Edition, the

Dreams of Gaia Tarot, the Spirit Animal Coloring Book, and the Dreams of Dragons & Dragon

Kin Coloring Book.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.Encounter ancient dragons, elemental fae, mystical trees and

their wild animal kin �these Messengers are here to guide you back to your true nature and

power and help you reconnect with and express your inner-most truth.Strengthen your ancient

bond with nature and spirit using this divination tool born of love. The Messengers will speak to

you, sometimes with a voice that is stern and admonishing, and other times with a voice that is

gentle and sweet �may their powerful guidance help you to better understand yourself and the

mysterious ways of the Universe and empower you to be all that you are meant to

be.Messengers is a gift book adapted from the oracle card set Messenger Oracle.--This text

refers to the hardcover edition.
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Linda, “Book only no cards!. I saw it listed as an oracle and thought it had the Messengers

cards with it as well. I didn't understand it was a book to be used as an oracle. You are

supposed to randomly open the book to a page and that is your message. The paintings are

beautiful to look at but as an oracle I don't think it works very well. So please know it is only a

book!”

Tazalyn Silvercat, “and I am so very glad I did. This is basically a color representation of the

little booklet that comes with the cards, I like it but it is completely unnecessary.”

Hazel, “Not really an addition to the Messenger oracle deck. I was a bit disappointed by this

book. I had expected a more elaborate book about the Messenger Oracle by the same

creators, but the divinatory texts are exactly the same as the ones in the guidebook. At least, I

suspect, because I own the Dutch translation of the deck, but having compared the Dutch

oracle guidebook with this book, I think that's a safe assumption.This is the only reason why I

am still happy to have this book. Now, I have the English version too (without having to buy two

sets of cards).Another letdown, however is that the book is not "complete". The oracle deck

consists of 50 cards, but the book only describes 45.Cards no. 2, 28, 35, 39 and 44 are

missing. But then of course, I don't know if an earlier edition of the oracle deck with only 45

cards exists, and if so, the book may be based on that one.The images of the wolf (no. 35) and

the owl (no. 39) are in the book, but only as illustrations.The general introduction of the book is

similar to that of the oracle guidebook. It is followed by an explanation on how to use the book

as a divination tool (This is where the guidebook explains how to use the cards and describes

some spreads).I have nothing negative to say about the quality of the book. It is a beautiful

production with a padded hardcover, but if you intend to purchase or already own the oracle

deck in English, I don't think you will gain much by buying this book. You'll have even larger

pictures of the cards, and... well, that's about it.If, like me, you own the deck in another

language, but are interested in the original wording of the divinations, then it does add

something.If you are not interested in the cards, but just in the artwork and the text, and you

don't mind that 5 of them are missing, then you can save yourself a few bucks by buying this

book instead of the oracle deck.Pros:- beautiful product- large images of the artwork-

divinatory texts in English- can be used as an oracleCons:- no real addition to the oracle deck-

5 descriptions omittedI had a hard time deciding if I should rate this book with three or with four

stars. Since it is of use to me, and I like the quality, 4 stars, it is.”

Katelijne Beelaerts, “enhance your readings!. it's a good enhancement of the powerful

messages that already are on the beautiful cards,this book gives you just that little bit extra info

to understand the messages the messengers are sending you.”

The book by Ravynne Phelan has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 16 people have provided feedback.
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